Engraved Laricio MINOS-E

Fronts:
Melamine
1.5 mm polymer edges
Worktop:
Ferrostone White Plus

Image Code:

0071670G10D2008

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

Contrasts that add charm: naked lines
wrapped up by the warmth of the laricio
engraved front joins with the lightness of the
white glass. Modernity and tradition sharing
the same roof, mixing to give each corner of
the house that personality that makes it a
home.

The distribution of the kitchen in a "U", apart
from facilitating the work by achieving that
everything is only a step away, allows us to
count with a peninsula that we can depend
on as an additional preparation space or as a
table where we can comfortably enjoy a meal
without having to go to the dining room.

The work space and the correct lighting are
aspects that affect the comfort level in a
kitchen. In this case, the full potential is
gained from both.
The preparation area is equipped with a
lighting profile that, apart from providing the
light needed for working, has electrical
sockets for small electrical appliances and a
canal for equipment in which you can place
various accessories.
Apart from its functionality this profile gives
us interesting aesthetic solutions, allowing
the extractable hood to be integrated in the
wall unit area once closed, maintaining the
uniformity.
The most frequently used utensils are found
together in spacious 60 cm deep drawers
that are able to support unto 65 kg weight
and are equipped with extractable
accessories made in natural wood.

Engraved Laricio MINOS-E
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Functionality and beauty

Multiple solutions in one space

The world changes and so do people, tastes
and needs, but not the wish to make the most
of our time. The kitchen is one of the places
that occupies most of our time, but also one
that can give you more in return. This is why
in the kitchen, perhaps more than in any
other room, the solution is to find a balance:
what is functional is beautiful and what is
beautiful is functional.

The design of the Santos roller-shutter units
makes these cabinets perfect for storing
small electrical appliances. They are always
installed on top of base units, thus ensuring a
coordinated storage area. If a block of tall
units is installed then we will have a
complementary work surface.

Unlike other systems, beauty and
functionality are both found in the MINOS
series: its concealed handle does not
decrease storage capacity. To achieve this,
we put a profile at the top and a recess in the
middle drawer. The MINOS series comes
with a multitude of finishes, including
Engraved Laricio.

The Santos roller-shutter units are almost
entirely handcrafted, making them unique
within the kitchen furniture market, not only
because of the way they are manufactured
but also because of the top quality materials
used.
The interior of the roller-shutter unit, apart
from offering an additional workspace, has
electrical sockets and its own lighting that
makes it possible to use small electrical
appliances without having to move them.
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Apart from its functionality this profile gives
us interesting aesthetic solutions, allowing
the extractable hood to be integrated in the
wall unit area once closed, maintaining the
uniformity.
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Lighting profile with integrated
pull-out hood

Wine rack accessory: the wine
cellar in a drawer

Multifunction trolley

The work space and the correct lighting are
aspects that affect the comfort level in a
kitchen. In this case, the full potential is
gained from both.

It is no secret that the wine culture has an
increasing number of followers.

Every good host aims to achieve the full
satisfaction of his/her guests endeavouring
that they have pleasant memories of their
visit.

The preparation area is equipped with a
lighting profile that, apart from providing the
light needed for working, has electrical
sockets for small electrical appliances and a
canal for equipment in which you can place
various accessories.
Apart from its functionality this profile gives
us interesting aesthetic solutions, allowing
the extractable hood to be integrated in the
wall unit area once closed, maintaining the
uniformity.

The bottle holder accessory developed by
Santos, made in marine board and thought of
to equip the drawers, responds to the
growing need to have an adequate place to
store bottles, even in those houses that, due
to lack of space, don't have a wine cellar.

Even if we have a large comfortable kitchen
we prefer for them to enjoy the food we have
prepared in another room of the house.
On these occasions the multi-function cart,
made in aluminium and beech wood, is a tool
that is lightweight, practical and elegant in
which we can take the food and crockery
from the kitchen to the dining room or living
room.

